
HORSE PROFILES FOR THE NATIONAL HUNT 2017/18 

UPDATE 8 and 9 

REVIEW -  27th November to 4th December 

27th November Ludlow 

TORNADO IN MILAN - could only finish 4th here and that was only because there were two 
fallers.  He is clearly a better horse on softer ground than this as now on GTS or faster he has a 
record of 1 win from 14 starts.

Ideal Conditions - RH tracks, soft or heavy, 6 to 75 days, 3 to 4 runs last 90 days - 12P111


TRUCKERS HIGHWAY - the horse led here but fell at the 3rd.  He is yet to win a race worth more 
than 6k

Ideal Conditions - -6k races, 2m4f or less, December or January - 11111


27th November Kempton


DANCE FLOOR KING - slightly disappointing run and although he was short of room 3 out he 
weakened at the next fence.  He may be best suited to tracks with more undulations.


28th November Lingfield


TWO SMOKIN BARRELS - 8 fences were omitted here and I do feel that this played into the 
hands of the winner.  He still ran very well here to finish second and I am sure his turn will come.

Ideal Conditions - 2m4f to 3m1f, Class 3 and below - 11112


2nd December Newbury


REGAL ENCORE - this was a very good run here. I hope that the stable can find a suitable Listed 
race or below as in Graded races he is now 0 wins from 13 starts. He is also best suited to smaller 
fields as in races of 16 runners + he is now 0 from 8 starts.

Ideal Conditions - 15 runners or less, Listed races and below, 11-01 or less - 1211F11


PILGRIMS BAY - not a bad run considering he is now 0 from 10 starts on LH tracks and he is 
struggling off his current mark of 131+: 0 wins from 6 starts.


2nd December Newcastle


OUR KAEMPHER - he is struggling off his current mark (141+: PPP) and has a poor record in 
Listed races and above: 03P534BU55PPP.  According to sources the stables horses have not 
been finishing their races and I would wait until the stable shows a return to form and the horse 
drops a few pounds before backing him.


6th December Ludlow


MONT ROYALE - got no further than the 4th here and that brings his record on RH tracks to 0 
wins from 10 starts.  He has also yet to win a race worth more than 10k: 566U54PF.  Although it 
was too early to tell I am not convinced he stays this far as 3m+: 6U4PF.

Ideal Conditions - 2m5.5f or less, LH track, 8k races or less - 11P1122F311


DUELLING BANJOS - was weakening when he fell 4 out  and like Mont Royale I think he is better 
in races worth less than 10k. I would like to see him back on flat track as record reads: 111


CAUFIELDS VENTURE - is really struggling this season and was pulled up here after weakening 
from the 12th.  I may give him one last chance is running on a very undulating track (4 wins from 7 
starts)




9th December Aintree


GOODTOKNOW - is struggling off his current mark (141+: P0UP) and he is better in races worth 
less than 20k (20k+: P2P0P35).  He is also better away from flat tracks as last 5 runs have 
produced the following results: PPP0P


DEFINITLEY RED - made all and jumped really well in fact that may be what won him this race.  
He has now won 11 from 16 starts when racing in fields of 11 runners or less and  when racing 31 
to 60 days after last race he has won 7 from 10 starts.


CLOUDY DREAM - was held up here on first try at this trip and seemed to be travelling better 
than the winner coming into the straight. However, he found very little from 2 out and maybe he 
may worth be trying at 2m5f to 2m6f.  He is yet to finish outside the first 3 in his career.


IMJOEKING - seemed to like this heavy ground and jumped the National fences really well, he led 
from 3 out but weakened from the elbow. He has yet to win a race worth more than 10k (10k+: 
P65346) and as long as his mark stays below 131 he could win a race soon


9th December Chepstow


BUYWISE - looked to be travelling well and did make a move entering the straight but found very 
little and this was disappointing.  I feel that he may be regressing but may be worth one more 
chance if running in a veterans race



